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ABSTRACT: This paper is designed to reduce industrial power losses by compensating for the energy factor in the 

number of shunt capacitors. This leads to a reduction in the number of power outages in industries and commercial 

centers. The force factor is defined as the measure of the actual force in the visible energy. Active energy Inactive 

energy is produced by magnetic and inductive loads, which produce magnetic fluctuations. An increase in active 

capacity increases the apparent power, so the energy factor decreases. Having a low power feature, the industry needs 

more energy to meet its demand, so efficiency is reduced. In the proposed system the time difference between the zero 

voltage pulse and the zero-current well-produced circuits of the active amplifier in comparison mode is provided by 

two interfering microcontroller pins. Microcontroller shows power loss due to inductive load on LCD. The system 

takes the cables to activate the correct transmission number in its place to bring the shunt capacitors into the charging 

circuit to determine the power outage. In this paper, an 8-bit microcontroller used by the 8051 family was used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The following scenarios are different, in which they will add or confirm current flow Reducing the current performance 

(flow) in the system with responsive responses; like D.С. bags. When the current voltage multiplied by watts gives 

watts, right here the same gives only volt amrreres (VА) adоre (like) resistance, this is called the reason. Profit is spent 

by those who do or do not. In the electric field, a kad with a low paddle pulls faster than a boy with a paddle higher 

than the same useful value that is transmitted. АС Elestriсроwer system rower system is defined as the average rower 

that flows from the kad to the best chef in the field. and it is 0 and 1 Real .Linсаr uploads with low ruwerfаdr 
(suсhаsinduсtiоnmоо can he соreсed with offensive рассitоrsnetwork with 10s-industries 13 indus-in-industries The 

enhanced display may be Med t сttertсt le distortin and raise le fастороwer (4), pharmaceutical devices or this ötсt а 
ssth а s th а s th а s titiff me to me and filtered by systems and complementary systems (used in the production of 
rowers, or somekind of removal of objects, utensils, used by systems connected alternately asthinn, the current astinn is 

similar to the repeated ideas of having a rowing system distance for rowers. Distortiunроwer remote is a measure of the 
harm of modern goods creates a common ground-based rower The comfort of the Nmоrer also makes it easier to get 
things that are easily accessible.Currently crossing international borders k is a very challenging task.Our domain uses a 

remote monitoring system and can be established using a wireless network to control tests can be done mainly in 

various fields such as industrial plants. 
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FIG NO.1 RFCOMMUNICATION BLOCK DIAGRAM 

II. LITERATURESURVEY 

 

Miss. Handore Saloni1, Mr.JadhavRohit2 ,Mr.Bhor Ashish3 BE Students, Department of Electrical Engineering, 

SavitribaiPhule Pune University, Maharashtra, India: The project is designed to reduce the power loss in industries by 

power factor compensation through a number of shunt capacitors. This results in reduction in amount of electrical bill 

for industries and commercial establishments. 

Dr Sukhdeo Sao1, K Prasada rao2 1Professor, Dept of EEE Bharat Institute of Engineering and 

Technology,Hyderabad. TS, India 2Associate Professo, Dept of EEE, ChristuJyothi institute of Technology & Science, 

Jangaon, TS, India: The project is designed to reduce the power loss in industries by power factor compensation 

through a number of shunt capacitors. The shunt capacitors will improve the power factor and reduction in amount of 

electrical bill for industries and commercial establishments. Reactive power is the non working power generated by the 

magnetic and inductive loads, to generate magnetic flux. The increase in reactive power increases the apparent power, 

so the power factor also decreases. Having low power factor, the industry needs more energy to meet its demand, so the 

efficiency decreases. In this proposed system the time lag between the zero voltage pulse and zero current pulse duly 

generated by suitable operational amplifier circuits in comparator mode are fed to two interrupt pins of the 

microcontroller.  

SwapnilNamekar[1], TusharSawle[2] Assistant Professor, Student, Department of Electrical Engineering, 

BharatiVidyapeeth Deemed University, College of Engineering, Pune,India: This paper presents the planning and 

implementation of designed to scale back the facility loss in industries by power factor compensation through variety of 

shunt capacitors. This leads to reduction in amount of electrical load for industries and commercial establishments. 

Power factor increase may be a defined because the ratio of Real power to apparent power.  

 
 

III. PROPOSEDSYSTEMDEVELOPEMENT 

 

8051 Series Microcontrolar:The Intel MCS-51 (commonly referred to as 8051) is a single chip microcontroller 

(MCU) series developed by Intel in the 1980s for use in embedded systems. The manufacturer of the Intel MCS-51 

command was John H. Wharton. Original Intel versions were popular in the 1980s and early 1990s, and the results of 

some of the advanced binary options are still popular today. It is an example of a computer set of complex commands 

(but also with certain features of RISC architecture, such as a large set of registers and registration windows) and 

contains a variety of system memory and data commands.The first Intel family of MCS-51 was developed using N-type 

metal-oxide-semiconductor (NMOS) technology, such as its predecessor Intel MCS-48, but the latest versions, 

identified by the C letter in their name (e.g., 80C51) use compatible metal. oxide - semiconductor technology (CMOS) 

also uses less energy than its NMOS predecessors. This has made them more suitable for battery-powered devices. 
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FIG NO.2 8051 MICROCONTROLLER DIAGRAM 

Current Transformer: Current transformers, and potential voltages or transformers, instrument transformers. Tool 

converters measure large amounts of electrical or current to small, fixed values that are easy to perform on 

measurement tools and protective relays. The metal converters separate the proportions or protective circuits at the 

main voltage. 

Squeezing: Testing or obstructing normal breathing by pressing or blocking the throat or injecting poison or inhaling 

air. A careless guard strangled a prisoner to death. 2a to evaluate or prevent the growth, growth, or function of  a weed 

control. 

Relay: The relay is an electric switch. Contains a set of one or more control input signal terminals, as well as a set of 

active communication  terminals. The switch can have any number of contacts in most contact forms, such as contacts, 

contact cutters, or combinations. Relays are used when it is necessary to control a circuit with an independent low 

power signal, or when several circuits have to be controlled by a single signal. Relays first used in long-distance 

telegraph circuits as signal repeats: they refresh the signal from one circuit by transmitting it to another circuit. 

Toggle Switch: Switch switch is an image control feature that allows the user to make choices between two special 

situations (such as on / off). Initially the switch switches were used primarily for touch screen-based user 

communications, but later they became commonplace in desktop and web applications.Conversion switches have the 

same function as test boxes, but unlike test boxes, the interaction with the switch switch often has an immediate effect 

on the application or system. 

Voltage Regulator :An electrical control is part of a power supply unit that ensures a stable supply of electricity in all 

operating conditions. It controls the voltage during power fluctuations and load variations. It can control AC and DC 

voltage. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
Our project proposes to reduce energy consumption and thus reduce energy losses in industries and institutions through   

the use of multiple shunt capacitors. This significantly reduces electricity debt in industries and institutions.In short this 

work represents a system that demonstrates the use of shunt capacitors to reduce power losses in industries and other 

sectors. 
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